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In 19:y Shajik Ab11-Tahrr
tired won, 5 the story of a brave and
Put in fro an named Rosa Parl<s was
ness. T~I Of this country 's aware90tten tir ey_say this woman had
of being dect,_1n fact, historically trred
to bein en,~ equality. Shewanled
I
someth~nUdect_,n society in a full way,
labeJect g Which was denied people
Par1<s as "black" people! So Rosa
rese sat down on a bus in a section
Rosarved for "white" people. When
the bawas told to go to "her place· al
Ck of the bus she refused to
move
'
Chall 'was arrested, and history was
ha engect and changed. All of this
rI DPenect because Rosa Parl<S was
~ed, historically tired of being ex~Uded. She had sat down and
ereby StOOd up for inclusion!
. Another powerful cry for "inclusion~is being heard today. This new Finally, who is doing the excluding?
It is time we both recognize and
cry 1s being raised by people with
unrecognized abilities, (the so- accept that we are all bom "ln"I No
called "disabled' ). Many people one has the right to invite others In! It
Wh?5e abilities are regularly denied definitely becomes our responsibility
or ignored feel that society is not as a society to remove all barriers
honoring the right to participate in which uphold exclusion since none of
society in a full way. Part of the call is us have the authority to "invite" othfor better accessibility, such as more ers "in'I So what is inclusion? Incluwheelchair ramps, more signs and sion is recognizing our universal "onematerials in braille, community liv- ness" and interdependence. Incluing, etc. The Americans with Disabili- sion Is recognizing that we are "one"
ties Act represents an attempt 10 even though we are not the "same".
hear the "inclusion" cry. However, The act of inclusion means fighting
much more needs to be done includ· against exclusion and all of the social
ing a search tor an acceptable defini- diseases exclusion gives birth to - 1.e.
racism, sexism, handicapism, etc.
tion and practice of inclusion.
Across this country a definition of Fighting for inclusion also involves
inclusion is l)ffered. It is generally assuring that all support systems are
accepted that "Inclusion· means in- available to those who need such
viting those who have been histori- support. Providing and maintaining
cally locked out to "come in". This support systems is a civic responsiwell-intentioned meaning must be bility, not a favor. We were all bom
strengthened. A weakness of this "in". Society will immediately improve
definition is evident. Who has the al the point we honor this truth!!
authority or right to "invite" others in?
Shafik Abu-Tahir is a leader ofNew
And how did the "inviters• get in?
African Voices in Philadelphia, PA.
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People - Not Patches
Marsha Forest & Jack Pearpoint
This issue of Inclusion News is guests of the Tuhoe tribe at a festiabout inclusion as a HUMAN RIGHT val dedicated to the renewal of the
not a Privilege given to a select few. tribe's language and culture. 5000
It_ IS about change, social Justice, Maori of the Tuhoe people gathered
d1ve~1ty and democracy. At this his- together in the magnificent setting
loric Juncture when the people of of the Urewera mountains on the
Azania (South Africa) have finally North Island of New Zealand. These,
declared apartheid dead, those of us the 'children of the misr as they are
1n education and human services known, were once almost destroyed,
mu~t also declare all forms of segre- their language and culture almost
gat1ondead.Wemustputtheseideas dead. The Tuhoe took destiny in
and practices in the dustbin of his- their own hands and began to re-

build, step by step, on the firm fountory.
N?w _
the hard work begins. The dalions of their rich traditional hisquest1on 1s not HOW. Thequestionis tory.
whether _we believe and have the
At the Festival, everyone was
WIL~ to mdude everyone. Th_is will welcome. However, early in the day
require each of us to dig deep m our an amazing event occurred. A mobehef systems. Inclusion raises seri- lorcycle biker gang arrived in their
ous questions and requires a fresh full gang colors. their patches. The
d~alogu~. We need_dialogue • not organizersimmediatelytookthemid1scuss1on (d1scuss1on comes from crophone and publicly apologized
the roo~concussion· hitting over the for not making the ground rules
head;~1aloguederives fromdialogos clear. They repeated the welcome:
· thinking together). We need to think •All Tuhoe people and their friends
together. . . .
are welcome," and they continued
Inclusion 1s inherently a demo- gently but firmly, •but patches are
cratic right, thus we believe deci- not welcome! All Maori are welslons must be made by the people come - without patchesr
a~ected by them and power must be
Silence. The "patches" left, and
Wl~l~ d by these same people. The the people returned - having left the
politics of inclusion demand that "we patches in their saddlebags.
the people" define the parameters.
In the same way, people or stuln adult services, decisions must dents with swastikas, knives, guns,
be in the hands of the people being demeaning language are not welserved. In education, parents must come in our organizations or
be offered inclusion not as a choice schools. They too must leave their
but as a right. Alternatively, we can palchesatthedoorofsociety. They
play segregation politics and tempo- have the right as individuals to pick
rarity block access to inclusion. We up their "patches" later, but accordcan play powergames. We can main- ing to the United Nations and interI lain "control" by giving individuals national Human Rights forums, anylimited access to their rights. We can thing that demeans another human
give token gestures of generosity, being is not welcome. Individuals
which in reality are colonial power have the right to their own personal
trips designed to keep people in their beliefs. However, in organizations,
place, to rob them of their rights, and communities, societies where those
to defend personal position and "patches" impinge the fundamental
powerbymaintainingthestatusquo. human rights of others, they must
Jncfuslonisnotaneducalionaloption be left at the door. Education and
or choice, it is a human right! lnclu- human service systems are public
sion is a prerequisite to be a member and must never tolerate treading on
I of society, a citizen, a human being. the rights of the least powerful.
It is not a choice!
Inclusion welcomes everyone who
Last Spring in Aotearoa (New can respect the human rights ot
Zealand) we were privileged to be all.
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(here are No Pisabled People!
Shr,fik Abu Talur. Marsha Forest
Jack P~arporm, Judirh Sno» '
"It makes all the difference ,n the world how
you see us. If you see us as suffeflng victims you
will offer us charity but not fieedom. If you see us
as resisters you may offer us solidarity ,n our
struggle for freedom.•
Bishop Tutu
Throughout the entire course of history there
have been unrecognized people. Unrecognized
people are people who are looked upon as being
valueless. In North American the native people
(the only onginal Americans) were seen by the
earfy settlers as having no value. Major attempts
were made to rid society of "these people" still
referred to as savages in the U.S. Constitution.
Their land and language was robbed from them.
Eventually millions of people were stolen from
Africa to worfl this stolen land. These people also
were declared valueless. Yes, other soclelies
have done the same - Hitler's Germany to name
one. Hitlers' first targets were people he saw as
the "disabled", as well as communists, gypsies,
gay people and of course the entire Jewish population.
In the 1960's excluded people announced that
the •American Dream" was really an "American
Nightmare·. This was proclaimed loud and dear
as part of the Civil Rights movement - the most
powerful movement for indusion our society has
ever witnessed. A people seen as inferfor and
invisible clearly demonstrate their abilities and
presence. Society was forever changed.
Today yet another group of people are looking
to a time when there will truly be liberty and justice
for all. Again the obstade of exclusion has been

The Story of
the Missing "'Sll

Mayor Shevin

Marsha Forest & Sandra Smith

•s·.

way forfeited.
The issue of "who sets the agenda" is at the rD?t
of the problem facing peoples everywhere: Who is
included and on whose terms is a compl~x mtema:
tional issue. Today there are t_'A'.O ma,n tre~s.
separating vs. including; ghettorzmg vs. keeptng
together.
. b 'Id'
Today, all citizens must engage_ in_ u1 in~ a
new society. Reforming the old ?°e ,s like moving
chairs on the Titanic. The Titanic sank!I The new
society must be built on a foundation ~h~re all will
have equal rights and duties to part1etpate - not
just the elite and privileged who hold power.
We must oppose anything and anyone who
blocks people from participating together_to solve
their own problems. Togetherwe must build a new
system in which we all have equal nghts to part1c1pate.
This will not be easy·
.
This will not happen overnight or without enormous worl<.
This is the heart of inclusion.

Sandra Smith is a human rights activist
.
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pink triangle.
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The term "disabled" implies unableness, can t
do-ness. Think of what it means to dis-regard, to
dis-respect to dis-card. Ask the younger generation tod~y what the term "dis' means. They'll
tell you it means to ignore, or to ,ibuse in some
way or another. To disavow means to not_recognize or to not take responsibility for. Discard ,
dis;ase (not at ease), disown, distrust, disorder
all imply negativity. Do we want to emphasize
what people car1't do, their (disability) or what
they can do, ability, capacity and abteness! In a
word GIFTEDNESS.
Only mechanical devices get disabled. There
is no human being who is unable to do something. As long as ~ are breathin~ (even with a
respirator) we can and must be included.
some say."What's the big deal. What's allthe
fuss about what .WE call THEM.' We need to
remember that how. we refer to a people has
everything to do with how we treat those people.
The early Aliicans-Amencans were labeled
' slave" thereby justifying their inhumane treatment. The original Americans were called 'savages" not people. Women were called 'girts'.
Today labels are used to disregard a peoples'
beauty and value.
We say there are no disabled people, only
people with unrecognized gifts. The only label
each of us needs ls.our name.

Language of Us/Them

Something happened In Vienna at the World
Conference on Human Rights that merits our attention. It concerns the story of the missing
At
issue was the insistence of the official Canadian
Delegation to the Conferenc to have the final
conference document to refer to indigenous peoples as 'people' -not "peoples• - a cruci_al ditfer~nce
In terms of definition, with significant international
ramifications.
This missing s formulation was categorically
rejected by indigenous representatives at the Worfd
Conference.
.
. .
The claim of native pet>ples to their nation rs a
birthright. A right belongs to the holder by virtue of
their being. It cannot be given, taken away orm any

.

.
Again labels are used to just1ly the
put in place ·nd overt>eanng isolation of 'these
exclusion a
they? They are the people
people"! Who are • ·
lied as "disabled !
labe .
d needs to be re-examined and evenThr~ worrded' Why? Because there are no
tually drsca bei~gs The label disabled, like the
such human
·
.
.
term ' handicapped' gives us a maior m1sconce~tion of the people who are forced to wear this
label_ this mask_ this new yellow star, this new

We like things
They fixate on objects
We try to make friends
They display attention seeking behaviour
We take breaks
They display off task behavior
We stand up for ourselves
They are non-compliant
We have hobbies
They self-slim
We choose our friends wisely
They display poor peer socialization
We persevere
They perseverate
We love people
They have dependencies on people
We go for a walk
They run away
We insist
They tantrum
We change our minds
They are disoriented and have
short attention spans
We have talents
They have splinter skills
We are human
They are ... ?

Mayor Shevin is an advocate and wnter
from Syracuse. N. Y.
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Joh,, O'Brien, Marsha Forest. Jack Pea~omt, Shafik Abu-Tahir & Judilh Snow
We want to begin a dialogue on
the expectat,ons about personal
~havior that go along with a comitment to Inclusion. unattainable
expectations confuse good people
and_fragment efforts tor change into
fact,ons organized around hurt feel·
ings. We Who care about Inclusion
can reduce this drain on the energy
necessary to work tor justice by be·
•ngc tear aboutthree delus1onswhich
are common , but mostly unconscious
amongadvocates tor lnd usion. When
we replace these false and destruclive beliefs with simpler expectations
of decency and working construelively in common, we will all be better
a ble to live out the real meaning of
Inclusion by honoring and growing
f~om our shared struggle with our
diverse gifts, differences, and weaknesses.
{In writing this anicle, we have
struggled for clarity. We talked about
whether to use "delusion· or "illusion •. Delusion m eans ·a mistaken
idea o r b elief·. Illusion a 'false appearance ordeceptive impression of
reality". They a re synonyms - but we
have chosen "delusion• because it is
stronger.]

Oclusion I :

Inclusion means that
everybody must love
everybody else or
''We must all be one big,
happy family!" (OBHF}.
This delusion is a t work when
people who care about Inclusion feel
shocked and offended to discover
that other Inclusion advocates don't
really fike one another. Sometimes
this delusion pushes people into pretending, or wanting others to pretend, that real differences of opinion
and personality don't exist or don't
really matter. The roots of this delusion may be in a desire to make up for
painful experiences by finally becoming part of ' one big happy family:
(OBHF) where there is continual harmony and peace.
The ' one big happy !amity•
(OBHF) delusion is the exact opposite of Inclusion. The real challenge
of Inclusion is to find common cause
for important work that cannot be
done effectively if we isolate ourselves from one another along the
many differences of race, culture,
nationality, gender, class, ability, and
personality that truly do divide us.
Educating our children is one such
common task. The reward o f Inclusion comes in the harvest of creative
action and new understanding that
follows the hard work of finding common ground and tilling it by confronting and finding creative ways through
real differences.
Th e "one big happy family "
(OBHF) delusion destroys the P0Ssibihties for lncius1on In a complex
community by seducing P80ple into
b_u ry.1ng differences by denying their
s1gn1hcance or even their existen
People 1n schools or agencies c~;
_

associations wh ich promote this de IusIon lose vividness and energy
because they have to swallow the
feelings of dislike and conflict they
expenence and deny the_differences
they see and hear. Denial makes a
sandy founda tion fo r inclu siv e
schools and communitie s.
Community grows when people
honor a commitment to laugh, shout,
cry, argue, sing, and sc ream with,
and at, one another without destroying one another or the earth in the
process. We can't ever honestly eelebrale diversity if we pre tend to bring
in the harvest before we have tilled
the ground togethe r.
Del usion 2

Inclusion means
everyone must always be
happy and satisfied or
"Inclusion cures all ills."

A group of good people came
together to study inclusive community in an intensive course. One person, Anne, angrily announce d her
dissatisfaction from the group's first
meeting on. She acted ho stile to everyone else and to the group's common project.
At first, the group organized itself
around A nne's dissatisfac tion. A
number o f members anguished over
her participation. It was hard for the
group to sustain attention on anything for v ery long before the topic of
how to satisfy Anne took over. The
group acted as if it could no t include
Anne unless she was happy. And,
they assumed, if they could not be an
inclusive group (that is, make Anne
happy) they would be failing to live up
to their values. Two other members
I dropped out the g roup, frustrated by
their inability to o ve rcome the power
of this delusion and move on to issues of concern to them.
The group broke through when
they recognized that t rue community
includes people who are angry and
anguished as well as thos e who are
happy and satis fied. After ove rcoming the delusion of cure, the group
gave Anne room to be angry and
dissatisfied without being the focus
of the whole group. Let out o f the
center of the group's concern, Anne
found solidarity with several other
members, Whom she chose as a
support circle for herself. In this circle
of support her real pain emerged as
she told her story of being an abused
child and a beaten wife. She did not
go home cured or happy, but she did
find rear support and direction for
dealing with the iss ues in her life.
Th e delus ion that Inclus io n
equals happiness leads to its opposite: a pseudo-community in which
P8ople Who are disagreeable or suffering have no place unless the group
has the magic to cure them . Groups
trapped in this delusion hold up a
false kind of status difference that
value s people who act happy more
than people who suffer. T his delusion creates disappointment that In-

clusion Is not the panacea.
Real com munity members get
over the wish for a cure-all and look
for ways to focus on promoting one
another's gifts and capacities in the
service of justice. They support, and
o ften must endure, one anothe r's
weaknesses by tea ming ways to forgive, to reconcile, and to rediscover
· shared purpose. Out of this hard
work comes a measure o f healing.
Delusio n 3 :

Inclusion is t he
same as friendship o r
"We are really all the same"
Friendship gro ws mysteriously
between people as a mutual gift. It
shouldn 't be assumed and it can't be
legislated. But people can choose to
work for inclusive schools and communities, and sch ools and agencies
and associations can carefully build
up norms and customs that communicate the expectation that people
will work hard to recognize, honor,
and find common cause for action in
their differences.
This hard work inc ludes embracing dissent and disagreement and
sometimes even outright dislike of
one person for another. The question at the root of Inclusion is not
"Can't we be friends?• but, in Rodney
King's hard won words, ' Can we all
just learn to get along - to live with
one another?•
We can't get along if we simply
avoid others who are different and
include only those with who we feel
comfortable and similar. Once we
openly recognize difference, we can
begin to look for something worth
working together to do. O nce we
begin working together, conflicts and
d ifficulties will teach us more about
o ur differences . If we can face and
explore them our actions and our
mutual understan din g will be enriched and strengthened.
To carry out this work, our s tandard must be stronger than the friendly
feelings that come from being with
someone we think likes and is like us.
To understand and gro w through inc luding difference we must ris k the
comfortable feeling of being just like
each other. The question that can
guide us in the search for better
understanding through shared act ion is not ' Do we like each other?"
but ' Can we live with each other?•
We can discover things worth our
joint effort even if we seem strange to
one another, even if we dislike one
another, and it is through this wo rking together tha t we can learn to get
along.
The delusion of sameness leads
away from the values of Inclusion. It
blurs differences and covers over
discomfort and the sense of strangeness or even threat that goes with
confronti ng actual human differences. Strangely, it o nly when the
assumption of friendship fade s away
that the space opens up for friendship to flower.

3
being who Is always friendly, unselfish , and unafraid and never dislikes o r feels strange with anyone.
We can start with who we are. And
it doesn't call for some kind of super
group tha t c an make everyon e
happy, sa tisfied, and healed. We
can and must start with the schools,
and agencies, and associa tions we
have now.
The way to Inclusion calls tor i
more modest, and probably more
1
difficult, virtues. We must simply be
willing to team to get along while
recognizing our differences , our
faults and foibles, and our gifts.
This begins with a commitment
to decency: a commitment not to
behave in ways that demean others
and an o penness to notice and
change when our behavior is demeaning, even when this is unintentional. This ethical boundary upheld as a standard in human rights
tribunals around the globe-defines
the social space within which the
work of Inclusion c an go on.
This work calls on eac h of us to
discover and contribute our gifts
through a common labor of building
worthy means to create justice for
ourselves and for the earth through
the ways we educate each other,
through the ways we care for one
another's health and welfare, and
through the ways we produce the
things we need to live good lives
together.
In this common labor we will find
people we love and people we dis- ·
like; we will find friends and people
we can barely stand. We will sometimes be astonished at our strengths
and sometimes be overcome by our
weaknesses. T hrough this work of
Inclusion we will, haltingly, become
new people capable of building new
and more human communities.
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Inclusive Ways
We lo\le the philosophy and music
of 8emlce Reagon and the group she
leads caled Swee! Honey in the Rock.
When Reagon speaks of commuoity
she means ii in~ most inclusive way.
The ~ has what ii cals "people
Identified policies." They have even
convinc:ed milltently women only establishments to open their doors to
men for the first time. The key is to
forge I.inks wherever possi>le. This is
thesamephilosophyasiodusionnews.
Reagon says, "In this society ff
you're blaclc ii doesn't make sense ff
you just address black issues If you
are going to bulkl a society big enough
not to be oppressive and exploitative to
black people, rt also has lo deal with
disability, with women and children and
homophobia, and it has to deal with
how your nation d eals with another
nation." The philosophy and music of
Sweet Honey in the Rock is what this
issue of inclusion News is all about building a better future for everyone
and using inclusive ways to build this
new world.

·step by step
The longest march

can be won, can be ~n.
Many stones to form an arch

An ethic of decency
and common labor
Inclusion doesn ·1 call on us to live
in a fairy tale. It doesn't require that
we begin with a new kind of human
1

'-

singly none, singly none.
A nd by union wflst we will
can be accc,rphshed still.
Drops of water turn a mill
singly none, singly none.•
(S wee/ Honey in the Rock)
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ream Building t rrailblazing for the Future

We spent an extraordinary two
days (Feb 1994) at a retreat on
Mount Tambounne In the rain forest
high above the Gold Coast beaches
of Northern Queensland in Australta.
We facilitated a workshop on organi, zat1onal transformahon and renewal.
There, with 261ncred1ble leaders from
QPPD (Queensland Parents of Peopie with D,sabthbes), we worked to
design, create and change QPPD
into the organization they want to be
for the year 2000.
The room was set up as a circus
tent. Lively music greeted everyone
as they entered. For 2 days and
nights, we acted as facilitators and
catalysts for a gutsy high risk group
of 24 women and two men (all parents of kids of all vanet,es). We
laughed, cried and drew all over white
paper on every space imaginable.
We ' MAPPED" and "PATHED" and
confronted the old as we created the
new. We even dressed for dinner in
makeshift costumes that were a
"statemenr about who we were and
what we wanted to become. One
woman came as herself and said: "It
is about time I become who I really
am so my costume is me! - myself"
Another dressed as a high wire trapezeart1st; anotherasa fortune teller
with make-up and a crystal ball (a
white balloon). Other hotel guests
won dered what was going on .
Change was going on. The energy
was hke lightening.
We used the metaphors of performance andallstars for the2 day
workingsession. Theywere gleaned
from a fascinating new book by Nick
Marsh, The All Star Company. We
encouraged everyone to buy in to a
c,rcus metaphor, then asked each
part1c,pant, 'What 'act'areyou?'Continuing in the metaphor, "Whatactdo
you want to be?" Finally, we asked
each person to stand silent in the
' circus nng" while their colleagues
commented on what "act" they observed the person playing. The metaphor seized everyone' s imagination.
There was no delay. People leapt to
use and create "props• for their acts.
We had supplied an assortment of
costume ' btts· . Jack recorded the
images graptiicallyas they emerged.
"I'm the tightrope walker." "I'm just a
bystander.• •1sell the popcorn." ' I'm
the tent." "I pick up after the elephants." As each explained his/her
metaphorical rote, truths emerged
and the team came to know their
fellow actors in a new light. A stronger
team emerged.
Another challenging exercise was
for the group to design a "ideal vehicle" that would drive the organization
into the future. (The vehicle can and
sh?uld have ALL desirable charactenst1cs needed to lead into the future. Imagination is the only limitation.) in groups of 4, the teams had
no trouble designing a vehicle. However, when the whole group merged,
they were blocked. The task was to

take the best of all the team designs
and create one vehicle (image) for
the whole team They got good and
stuck. With fear and trembling we
broke for lunch. We were ternhed
that the group would stay stuck. What
would we do then?
Trust people! Working feverishly
over lunch, one team of about ten
nervously requested permission to
have five uninterrupted minutes to
present their new metaphor to the
group. With incredible creatively, they
descnbed a sea creature only found
in Australia - the Nudibrsnch. It is a
multicolored and gorgeous creature
that looks like a magic carpet. That
was what they wanted- a living magic
carpetto transportthem to the future.
Most loved the magic carpet
nudibranch vehicle. We then asked
the difficult question; "Who wants to
get aboard the Nudibrsnch for the
next voyage of QPPD?" Some leapt
aboard; others were quite tentative
and a few did not get on the new
carpet. Truth emerged about organizational rotes and structures that
QPPD will have to face if they choose
to "fly" into the next decade. One of
the younger parents sat right in the
front, flanked by three veterans protecting her. Several people comfortably chose to hold on 'stringers' on
the fringes because they saw themselves as part of the flight plan, but
geogr/lP~ically dista~ced. Several
others were "close•, but on the outside. Everyone will have to make
decisions about their rol e in the organizalion in the months ahead.
It was a powerful and exhausting
two days which will be significant in
the future of the organization. We
hope to return to Brisbane next year
to see the growth of the QPPD
NudIbranch Magic Carpet. QPPD is
one of ourfavoriteorganizations, and
the shared and participative leadership of this team of mostly women is
surely a beacon fo r the future of our
work and theirs.

We have facilitated similar transformation and renewal sessions for
organizations such as Kerry's Place
in Toronto and the Jay Nolan Center
in Los Angeles.
This will become a regularpart of
our work as we en1oy the challenge
of working with organizations that
want to stop talking about change,
and to focus on creating and becoming the all star systems of the year
2000. The old forms and dull formats
will n ot get us to a desirable future.
we want to assist key organizations
and teams to be as bold and innovalive as leading organizations whose
goals are p roductivity and profit.
Surelyour"product"and 'bottomline'
are more critical - more vital - the
future of our children, and our children's children. For more informalion, call us in Toronto.
M Forest, J. Pearpoint

It'sa fu1111y thi11g abO!lt life;

if yourefuse to accept a11ythi11g but the best,
you very oftet, get it.
W ~merset Maugham

"Kvetching• is Yiddish for "whining•.
To create teams - conversations are 7ace-10-face•,
no back srabbing, no complaining ·owside".

A CIRCLE-TEAM BUILDING QUIZ
The answers to how tg build fully
inclusive systems are hidden in the
word TEAMS. Take this test. Answer
Yes or NOi
T......team building
Do we have a real team at our
place of work? Do we have a diversity of people with valious gifts.
E ......empowerment
Does our team feel empowered
to make decisions? Does it listen to
those who have less powerful voices
or those who have difficulty in being
heard? Are we in action?
A......asking
Does each member of our team
feel comfortable about asking forwhat
they need and want from each
other? Do people feel able to ask the
really hard questions - the ones that
really matter?
M ...... making mistakes
Do we allow each other to make
some mistakes or do we expect perfection all the time? Do people on our
team get punished for their mistakes
or feel free to try out ideas and learn
from their successes and errors?
s...... Students
Are Students and members of
the local community part of our team.
If they are not, then go back to letter
T and start again.
Did you answer YES to every
question - without hesitation. If not,
there are several things to do to build
an effective team:
1. Deal with change. Ask and talk
about change. Change is Inevitable. Growth is OPTIONAL.
2. Celebrate difference of any
kind. Diversity enables us all to benefit from each other.

: .3. Set clear goals and doable
jobs for team members.
4. Be ctear about why you are
doing what you are doing. "If you
don1 know where you're going, then
any way will do." Lewis carroll.
5. Don 't tolerate boring meetings. Make them colourful and interesting in any way you like and
always with a useful purpose.
6. Don't allow back biting and
gossip. Honour the rule that we all
learned at kindergarten, if you can't
say it to someone's face don1 say 11
at all.
7. Be clear about time commitments. Negotiate end times
·
Facilitation is crucial. Circles
and teams need factiitators· people
who can keep the team together
and on course; people who ask
• Who wants to help put the dream
of inclusion into practJce?'
8. Read books on Team Building. Read in other fields.
9. Use a facilitator from outside
the organization to get the team
working together.
10. Give up the desire to control
everything and everybody. Replace
it with a desire to collaborate and
become interdependent.
"Without a Vision, the People
will Perish." Proverbs.
"Without a Team, Inclusion
cannot be Built! You Cannot Do
It Alone!"
inclusion Prt H
Coming together,s a beginning
staying together and shanng lriendship, support, love, laughter and
sorrow, success and failure 1swhere
we want to be.
M. F Orts/ & J. Ptarpolnt
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What Part of ALL

Pon't You Understand?
by Ke1111 J11pp
Sadly, we have excluded some people from
taking Part in those daily activities, rituals and
routrnes that the rest of us seem able to simply
take for granted. We've done this for so long now,
that there are those of us, who find it really quite
difficult to imagine how we could possibly expect
to . welcome Everyone into our local
neighbourhoods and communities. Surely wedon't
mean Everyone do we? Then come the same
tired old diches like, •or course, there will always
be a few people who will require separate and
special places. No!I! ALL people have the right
to belong, to participate and to share the same
daily living experiences as everyone else. Colour,
gender, sexual persuasion, height orweight, looks,
capability or culture should not in themselves,
disqualify anyone from being a member of the
human race or from making and sha ring
relationships. How odd it would be if we followed
the line of some human service providers and put
people into categories based on just one aspect of
their persona and insisted that they lived together
separately from the rest. We might then find units
for large people, homes for the chronically blonde,
or perhaps, key workers and support services for
the bald. I for one, would doubtless end up in a
home for the severely bewildered. Where did we
get these notions in the first place and why do we
find it so difficult to change them?
1/

•• •

Strange how we can easily recognise the gifts of
some, but not see the gifts of all. We are living in
a time when experts in every field cannot find
solutions to the problems which we have created.
Financially ourwor1d is in recession and economists
are having little impact. Crime continues rising to
record levels. AIDSis at epidemic proportions and
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in this world.
Let lffe tell you.
fis people! frs people! tis people!
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Bishop Tutu

William James.

Ask me what is lffOst important
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they are thinking when they
are 1Herely rl'JJrranging their

lnc/u$ion is the 7 C'S.

People are always bla"1i11g
'
circu"1sta11ces for what they are. Ido
11ot believe i11 cirCUJ11sta11ces. fhe people
who get Ott i11 this world are the people
who get up attd look for the
circu"1sta11ces they watrt a11d if they
ca1111ot fittd fl'lellt, "1ake the111.
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our medical profession has still not discovered how
to cure the common cold. Drug abuse, SOivent
abuse and child abuse leave S?ciologists searching
for answers. Homelessness Is more evident than
ever before and ecologists are telling us that we
are polluting our planet to such an extent that we
are making it unliveable for our children's future.
So what possible gifts do those whom we now
exclude have to contribute to making our world a
better place than it is? Why should society spend
public money on people who will make no
contribution by wealth, invention or even their
vote?
Gavin, a friend of mine, was born with serious
brain injury. He is currently unable to walk or talk
and is totally dependent on others for everyday
essential living needs. Gavin's contribution has
been the community spirit that he has invoked. His
contributionis that he has provided ordinary people,
leading ordinary lives with a motive for producing
skill, creativity and daring which would othef'Wlse
have lain dormant. He has provided a focus for the
constructive, compassionate side of us to be
brought to the forefront • without which our society
would simply become a mean place to live.
Our wor1d is a lesser place when folk are
excluded and we are lesser people. We need the
diversity of gifts that others bring to enable us all to
live fuller lives. Everyone belongs. Not just some.
Not just the richest and the most able. Everyone.
Kenn Jupp is a writer and the UK Director of
l nwsion Press.

Maori Prov~rb

The Inclusion Kid:
A New Label
by A1111e Malachi & Marsha Forest
Beware the introduction of yet
another euphemism · another new
label. Several times this year we
have heard people discussing their
"inclusion kid." One teacher presenting at a major conference talked
about "my 23 students and my inclusion student makes 24." Does
this mean her 23 students are all
exclusion students. We certainly
hope not.
A parent phoned us excited to
tell us that his daughter was the first
inclusion student in the school. We
both laughed as we pointed out that
this was very sad for all the others •
who were excluded. Another woman
called to inform us that they "used to
have inclusior in her child's school
butthey moved "IT" to another build·
ing.
Has inclusion as a concept and
spirit been relegated to being a thing
and a new label. What happened to
the ABC's acceptance, belonging,
community? Think about it.
Anne Malachi is a leading
advocate/educator in Virginia.
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Thi Law ii 0,, Our Sid,
"For its one-two-three strikes you're out
at the segregation game."
Three historic cases in t 993-94 pave the
legal road for full inclusion in education. This
now means that the really hard work begins
which is to get from IN the door to being WITH
one another.
We must all take time and celebrate with
the families of Becky Till in Canada and Rafael
Oberti and Rachel Holland in the USA.
•OnAug. 17, 1993theU.S. District Court
for the District of N.J. ordered the Clementon
School District to develop an inclusive educa·
tion plan for Rafael Oberti. Copies of the
decision can be purchased for $5 from Public
Interest Law Center of Philadelphia, 125 S 9th
St. Suite 700, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107 USA
• On Jan . 25, 1994 the 9th Circuit Court of
Appeals in California upheld the original deci·
sion that Rachel Holland be educated in her
neighbortiood school in a regular ctassroom.
• On Jan. 25, 1994 after two years in a
Human Rights hearing in Toronto, the York
Region Board of Education •confirmed its be·
lief that integration is worthy" and caved in to
Becky's demand to attend the school of her
choice with full support. Yea Becky!
J. Pearpoint & M. Fortst
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Farewell to Kebeeca Hulst
9ive Kids a Chance
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COURAGE
by Bob Blue
1
A small rhi11g 011ce happe11ed ar schoo
Thar brought up a question for me,
A11dsomehow. i1forced meto 5ee
n,epncethatlpaytobecool.
Dia11e is a g,rl 1/wr I know.
She's strange. like she doesn ·, belo11g.
J do11 •, mea11 10 say thatrhar's wro11g,
\Ve do11 •r like 10 be with her, though
A11d so whe11 we all made a plan
To have rlus b,g parry at Sue's,
Most kids in rhe school got the 11ews,
But 110 011e i11vi1ed Diane.
17,e thi11g abo111 Taft Junior High,
Is secrets don't last very long.
I acted like nothing was wrong
\Vhen I saw Diane start to cry.
I know you may think that I'm cniLL
It doesn't make me very proud.
I j11s1went along K'ith the croK'd.
It's sad, b111 yoi, hm•e to at school.
You can '1 pick the friends you prefer.
You fit in as K'ell as you ca11.
I couldn't befriends with Diane,
Cause then they would treat me like her.
/11 one class at Taft Junior High.

\Ve study K'hat people hm•e done
W11h gas clwnber, bomber a11d gw1
/11 A11schwit:. Japan and My Lai.
I don·, 1111derswnd llll l learn.
Some11mes I j11s1sit there and cry.
nie whole world stood idly by
To 1.-atch as the 1111wcent bumed.
Lo:tt robob ube)mg wuu: rnlt..
Atrocu,er do111· b_, 1ht mob.
Al/ 111110cn 11.<. do111g the,r Job.
A11d 11hat 11as u for? \Vas II cool?
The 11orld 11/ls mrnreof th,~hell.
Bui ho1i many cried out 111 shame?
No heroes. nobody to blame.
A story that 110 one dared tell.
I promise to do what I ca11
To not let it happen again.
To care for all women and men.
I'll start by inviting Diane.

by Sue Gates
Rebecca Anne Hul_s t was a remarkableyoun~ girl who in
h r very short time with us made an amazing impact. An
. e act which reverberated right around New Zealand, in the
:~Ps of families, in our education system, our health system,
~~~ disability support syste_m andd with_in thek corridors of
wer amongst our leg1slat1on an po1icy ma ers.
po
'
REBECCA:

Trailblazer, Advocate,C
Communicator, Activist, itizen
Together with her mother and father, Rebecca strongly
advocated for her place in regular school alongside her
friends in a regular classroom. Her advocacy was always
forceful, unwavering, focused and true. She created a much
needed precedent and paved the way for other young
children to attend their local mainstream schools.
Even without the power of speech, Rebecca spoke
volumes. Herattitudes,heremotionsherpersonalityandher
actions, spoke clearly and powerfully to friends, to classmates, to teachers, to doctors and to decision makers in our
country. Her effect upon them was considerable. Rebecca
changed people and their outlooks.
Rebecca's life illustrated very effectively her struggle to
gain access to the same rights_ as you and I. There have
never previously been equal nghts for people who have
disabilities in New Zealand until 28th July 1993, when an
amendment to the Human Rights Legislation was passed.
Rebecca played a significant role in achieving this by causing her community to recognise her as a person in her own
right, and in doing so change their feelings about disability
and exclusion.
Rebecca had a magnetic quality which attracted people
to her. Her sweetness, tolerance and dignity made her a very
popular child who was the cause of a great deal of smiling
and happiness. One of her school friends said recently, "I
wish Rebecca was back at school, because I can tell her all
my secrets.•
Farewell Rebecca.
Sue Gates is a leading advocate from
\\ elli11gto11, Ne,.. Zeala11d

Circle of Support (Friends)
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"Friends do not live in
ha11Ho11y lfferely, as solffe
say, but in lffelody."
Dream Deferred

denh in A tla nta, C, \ . I \ J:ed I ] )

Circle of Friends
Just sit back and I 'II tell you a tale.
A tale of a Circle of Friends.
It has some problems along the way
but you' ll see when I'm done.
The circle will win in the end.

All atone in the corner l stood.
I felt that I wanted to die.
l was alone and they came to my aid.
They made me feet high as the sky.
They made me feel high as the sky.

He wanted to hurt me.
l had oo defence.

First Circle:
Second Circle:

Circle of INTIMACY
Circle ofFRIENDSHIP

nu/4 circle: Cirtltof PART!ClPATlON

Fourth Circle: Circle of EXCHANGE
lanf!sto11 JJ11ghes

Crciglrton & Cabrit•lle ar~ i11ttrmed1a/t· 'I/ti ·

I felt like a real social crash.

What happens to a
dream deferred?

Or does 1t explode?

be jealous or peaceful? Would we hurt
them orbe their friend? we hope we would
be happy, peaceful and be their friend.
We think segregation is an awful thing
and we want to stop it.. ..
There are too many rules in schools •
stupid rules. The kids and teachers should
make the rules together. They say we
have choices but we really don't. Kids
should help each other.
Teachers need to have more fun and
not go by the book.
A good teacher is not just a teacher but
a friend.
Our Principal is always complaining
thatttiere'snotenoughmoney, butthereis
money to hire new teachers and more
trailers. They don't ever listen to the kids.
The Principal has all the power. The
power should be more evenly distributed.
Class meetings are really good. At our
school, they happen once a mon th. We
think they should be every day.
We want to be part of making decisions - not all of them just the ones thal
effect us.
Transferring bad kids out is not the
answer. It doesn't solve the problem.
Kids' opinions can change a lot of stuff.
People need to give us a chance.

The teachers they labeUed me
helpless and dumb.
Pnt me in a special ed. class
I had no contact with my peers.
I felt like a real social crash.

Henry David Thoreau.

Maybe it 1ust sags
like a heavy load.

We think everyone has a purpose on
this earth and everyone was meant to be.
You can be purple, pink or green but you
still have a purpose. Sometimes its hard to
accept a different person. If everyone on
this earth was the same, think how dull this
would be. If someone different came down
would we be scared or happy? Would we

All alone In the corner l stood.
I felt that I wanted to cry.
I was alone
but they came to my aid.
The)· made me feel high as the sky.
They made me feel high as the sky.

This song ,s from Ille tape Starting Small - Bob
8/ut and Fntnds. Bob Blut is an t ltmtntary
sc/il)O/ teacher and composer in Waltham, MA.

Does it dry up
like a raisin in the sun?
Or fester like a soreAnd then run?
Does it stink like rotte n meat?
Or crust and sugar overlike a syrupy sweet?

by Creighton Deal & Gabrielle Durde11

Ol994 F(lll'Cll Sao.-A?wpoal.~ PN.I

He never would leave me alone.
Bui now he has stopped and never again.

For I ha,·e my Circlr of Friends.
For I have my Circle of Friends.
Norman Bains (aflt 181,s a hi~h school
wident 111 0 1ta\\'a
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PArH Facilitation
A Skilful Pance

by Jill Tl·edten long
On 14 January 1994, In the orchard and winery town of Forest
Grove. Oregon, thecommunitycame
together for one afternoon, at the
invitation of Irv Nikolai, Superintend·
ent of Schools, to participate in the
process of building a PATH - creating a vision and developing real goals
and objectives 1oward that vision,
which will help to ensure a futurewilh
hope and justice for the students of
Forest Grove Schoof District. The
gathering was historic in that over
three hundred people with diverse
backgrounds and agendas - school
district administrators, teaching staff,
students, parents, business and reli·
gious interests, etc. came together
wilh only two mandates: speak with
absolute honesty and listen with your
mind and heart. What is remar1<able
and profound, beyond the merely
historic, is that it happened, that there
was created, intentionally and skil·
fully, an intimacy usually prohibited
by such a large crowd, and there was
caned forth enoughgenerosityol spirit
toalloweveryonepresenttoactwithin
those two mandates.
This PATH, which is believed to
be the largest - in terms of participants - ever attempted, was facili·
tated by Marsha Forest and Jack
Pearpoint, with assistancefromJohn
O'Brien.
After a welcome and introduction
by IN Nikofai,Jackbegan by explaining the PATH process and Marsha
continued by suggesting time perimeters and processes which, in practical terms, would allow all voices to
be represented. After there was general agreement within the crowd re-

garding the rules established, Jack
and Marsha modeled Intimacy and
honesty in their discussions between
each other as co-facilitators and in
their approach with the audience/
participants by telling the audience,
up-front, that they were scared to
death: Jack's hands were sweating
so much It was difficult to hold a
mar1<er, Marsha was scouting a fast
exit, etc. They talked a bit about their
wor1< as a team, about the risks Involved, about their fears. Once their
commitment to the process Md to
the people had been firmly established, they asked forgiveness for
whatever might occur. This was critical because it established a tone of
forgiveness and Intimacy, and generated an atmosphere of non1udgment. Then, Jack and Marsha began
gently coaxing participants into thinking ab~t what kind of world they
want to live in, and after appropriate
time for reflection, Marsha began
eliciting and affirming the articulation
of those visions. Over the next three
hours, participants proceeded
through the steps of the PATH -

What kind of Schoof District do you
want to be? Where are you now?
What do you need to be stronger?
Who should you enlist to get there?
What will be your first steps?- alternating between small group (•hud·
die") sessions and articulation of individual and small group ideas within
the larger group.
One of the first audience participants Marsha elicited a response
from was an eleven-year-old child,
Natalie, who stood on her chair and
plainly and directly stated that all
children should be included, that we
are all different, and that we all de·
serve to belong. Though Marsha had
no idea what this child would say, it
was not accidental that Marsha be·
gan with a child, but rather, it was
calculated to set a standard of honesty that the adults would feel compelled to live up to. It wor1<edl With
few exceptions, people spoke from
the deepest recesses of their hearts
with plain, and sometimes painful,
language, and this tide of honesty
began with a child's voice.
Several times during the PATH,

goals toward that vision and estab·
lished a time-frame for change.
We then moved to the NOW.
Words poured forth faster than we
could graphically record. What was it
like now? Their words came fast...

make a dent in their unruly and mean
spiritedbehavlortowardoneanother.
With their own PATH staring at them
every day, it was hard to revert back
to their old behavior. They were taking responsibility for their own actiOns. It took the nagging away from
me. They would say to one another
'iust remember tne PATH.' I en1oy
not having to be the heavy anymore.
The undercurrents are no longer
there. Students are smiting at each
other now and two very shy students
are taking chances they never would
have taken before for fear of being
laughed at. I w,sh every class could
be involved in the PA TH process."

"hateful, ashamed, laughedat, worth·
less, unwelcome." After these words

poured out, the students sat in silence staring at their PATH . The
weight of their own words hung heavy
in the air. We talked about the dis·
tance between the vision and the
now. Then we began negotiating the
distance by agreeing who should be
involved and what they would need
to do to begin.
It was in the process of asking for
first steps that the students really got
empowered that they could change
their class. They realized they could
intentionally build a community as if
they were constructing a house.
Several months later we were
invited back to this fifth grade class.
The atmosphere had changed s1g·
nificantly. They wanted to create another PATH. The words for the NOW
section on the second PATH were
quite different: •safe, welcoming, ac cepting, fun, proud, OURS." Here
area few comments from the teacher:

"My students were truly an intolerant bunch. No amount of lecturing
from me or the principal seemed to

Here's what Kathenne and Mary
wroteaboutthe PATH. "lt wasneatto
find out what people really thought
about ourclass It has realty changed
for the better because of the PATH
It made me feet safer Doing PA TH
made everyone feel more welcomed
t think we used to leave people our
but now we are all more happy and
fnendly to each other.

Using PATH in a classroom produced dramatic results. It 1s not an
easy process 10 facilitate. I had done
many PATH 'Son myself and my own
family before I attempted this. The
best result is that the children are
now actually facilitating their own
PATHS. What an outcome!

as can be expected from such a
diverse group, there were visions
and goals that directly conflicted with
other stated visions and goals, there
were times of tremendous tension
there were a few audience s1a1e'.
ments that revealed insidious bigotry
and a desire for separatism/segregation of people with different abilities, languages, etc. Marsha and Jaek
let the audience linger over those
words, those ideas, long enough for
their implications to become Clear,
but not so long as to invoke a level of
anger that would prevent further listening, further dialogue. With the strategic use of humour, often self-deprecating, that diffused the tension
without diluting the conflict, Marsha
and Jack stimulated people lo respond - to bigotry wtth acceptance,
to separatism with the struggle of
togetherness, to segregation with
inclusion, to hopelessness with hope
- without people confronting and rejecting one another Individually.
This Path, facilitated by the team
who invented the process (John, Jaek
and Marsha) is a fine dance, a finely
tuned and choreographed dance that
looks easy but is built on years of
study and much practice with blood,
sweatandtears. Ukeall gooddances
it demands tremendous creativity and
risk. How manyschool systems would
dare open their doors to creating not
a dry mission statement but a vivid
and vibrant colourful picture of their
direction into the future. For more
information about Forest Grove and
the PATH contact either Inclusion
Pness or Irv Nikolai, Supt. of Forest
Grove, Onegon.
Ji/11\tedcen long is a crealn'e wnter
who we know will ~ famous for hLr
fictwn t11erature one day soon

q~l

The PArH Training Video

JohnO'Bnen, Jack Pearpomtand
Marsha Forest are known innovators
in the held of 1nclus1on of 1nd1v1duals
with challenges 1n community Tne
development and conception of PATH
is yet another tool for bu1ld1ng better
communities, organizations, schools
and families PATH 1s a powerful tool
for acceptance and empowerment. It
is outlined with cla" ty and sens1t1v1ty
in the PATH wor1<book and Tra1n,.,g
video. The combtnmg of graphic recording and verbal fac1htat1on within
the cont,•xl ,, ~n achieved future
results ,n an enhreiy new and powerful planning process. Those seeking
to wor1< toward bUtid,ng diversity in
any organization will be well advised
to consider PATH. It 1s a rna1or addition to the growing body of materials
and approaches which support the
movement to 1nclus1on of all in the
community.
Gory Bwich ,s a Professor III York
Unn·u s,ry and ,s tl~ Resear, I, fr/low

for the Center.
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pend on everyone's contribution
�
those contributions are being given
s.
freely, spontaneously in many case
creatively and effectively·
way
Even more amazing is the
everyone joins in solving our
that
In July, I moved into
a brand many problems. For example. we
new housing cooperati
ve of 36 units have only one elevator. and many
in Toronto. This coop
erative has people depend on it. Dunng the first
been established after years
of hard six weeks after opening. it broke down
work and planning and it emb
odies at least twice a day. This meant that
two fundamental principles. First.
we needed tenants on call 24 hours
every member has agreed to offer
a day to rescue people from the stuck
voluntary neighborly support to the
cab and alert the repair service. We
other members. Secondly, struc
needed people to form a strong ad
tures have been established to en vocacy group to have better equip
sure that members with disabilities ment installed. people to provide se
can participate as full members. curity since our fire doors had to be
including offering voluntary support open when the elevator was down,
to other members.
even people to run errands or carry
As I observe and participate in people up and down staircases. All
the unfolding of a new community, this happened and we all partici
I am struck by two impressions. I pated in ways that could have never
have become aware of how the been expected or predicted.
concepts of disability and racism
Many times in the last two months
have the same effects. I am also I have been moved to tears by peo
moved by how a diverse group of ple of different colours. experiences
people can indeed govern their own and abilities working together will
lives when a real opportunity for ingly and creatively to both solve
them to do so arises.
problems and to enjoy life. It began
Disability, like racism, is much with the hard work and planning nec
more than a difference in the way essary to put a community together
that people's bodies and minds that started off with equal power and
work. It is a way of structuring soci equal rights.
ety so that some people must spend
Can Canada be such a commu
their time and effort struggling to nity of diverse people with a solid
find their daily bread, or defending base of equal power and rights? Can
their right to have a home, or feeling we solve problems creatively to
that they must have separate rights gether? I think so. That's why I con
that they must establish, never im tinue to do the work I do and why I ask
agining that empowered human all of you to work even harder for a
rights and citizenship might be the real democratic society in Canada
platform of fufl humanity.
and everywhere.
In our small community we have
Judith Snow is the philosopherfor the
Centrefor Integrated Education &
all started with the same power and
Commw1ity, and an internationally
rights. Just as we hoped, it makes
known
writer, speaker and advocate.
no significant difference that mixed
Address: Judith Snow
in with the 'general' population are
10 Broadway, Apt 507
a number of people who use wheel
Toronto, Ont. M4T 3GB
chairs or canes, or those who think
TeVfax416-482-1475
more slowly or concretely. We deCompuServe: 73742,3523
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For a Friend
by Marsha Forest

a cosmic joke for you
are the gift

people who cannot give or

receive

drain and exhaust my soul
those who set the rigid rules
those who say "no"
the polite and the proper
sap my power source and
mak�me dry.
i wilt as a dying flower
with all the can't and no's
the shoulds and shouldn'ts
i dry u p
i a m parched and thirsty
my petals droop
and start to fall.
and then i come into your
presence
you my friend who some label
disabled

you are a "yes sayer"
a "nay slayer"
a warrior in life
an indomitable spirit
a source of water and wonder
a source of life
being around you
i flower again
my petals face the sun
and drink in t�e rain
my stem sparkles with the de
my colors are fresh and vital
for you who don't walk or run
truly dance
with the music of the universe
and your friendship
makes me bloom.

Co1H1Hunity-Cating

Community building means including all and learning to
truly COMMUNITY-CATE with one another over incredible
barriers. It is the conscious dialogue· of diverse cultures and
peoples. The goal is to tear down the iron curtains we have
built up over centuries and begin genuine conversations that
honor differences and nurture diversity.

(Shafik Abu Tahir)

COMMUNITY

To have community, we don't need "community centres" or
"community development" or any of the paraphernalia of
"community improvement" that is always for sale. What we need i,
to love each other. trust each other and help each other. That is hard.
We all know that no community is going to do this casil) or
perfectly. And yet there is more hope in the difficulty and
m:h
imperfection than in all the slick plans for getting big and getung
years.
fty
i
f
past
the
universities
for
lhe
of
out
come
have
that

Wendell Berry
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